Mendel and Darwin represent two different ways of looking at biology, contrasting in how they organize and interpret biological information, and in their visions of biology's future and relationship to society. The Mendelian perspective -symbolized by the doublestranded structure of DNA -is reductionist, and focuses on structure and function. The Darwinian perspectivesymbolized by the universal phylogenetic tree -is holistic, and focuses on evolutionary histories, organismal relationships and biodiversity. Yet it would be wrong to consider these two perspectives merely as alternatives, as contrary or mutually exclusive. Every organism, cell or macromolecule is both an entity with structure and function and an embodiment of its own evolutionary history. The complete biological picture thus grows out of a dialectic synthesis of the two perspectives, not from one or the other alone. Nothing illustrates the need for this synthesis better than microbiology.
Until quite recently the field of microbiology necessarily developed only within the Mendelian framework. Over the past two decades, however, the Darwinian side of microbiology has finally emerged, with profound consequences. This is well illustrated by the results of an ongoing survey of the microbial diversity in one Yellowstone National Park hot spring, the Obsidian Pool, by the direct cloning of gene sequences from environmental samples [1, 2] . This study is a prime example of the power and scope of a microbiology that reflects a synthesis of the Mendelian and Darwinian paradigms.
To appreciate fully the change that the field is undergoing, one has to see the situation from an historical perspective. During the middle half of this century, microbiology prospered within a strictly Mendelian framework. Indeed, most of the great discoveries of the day in biochemistry, genetics and molecular biology were made in microbial systems. But the field's Darwinian side lay completely undeveloped: microbial phylogenies simply cannot be determined upon the basis of phylogenetically unreliable characteristics such as bacterial morphologies and gross physiological properties, the only phylogenetic markers available at the time [3] . This led to a situation in which a lot of molecular/genetic details were known about a few bacteria, but there was no real biological understanding of bacteria as a whole -no real appreciation for the extent of microbial diversity and no comprehension of microbial relationships. In the words of two of the great microbiologists of the time [4] : "Any good biologist finds it intellectually distressing to devote his life to the study of a group that cannot be readily and satisfactorily defined in biological terms; and the abiding intellectual scandal of bacteriology has been the absence of a clear concept of a bacterium".
Microbiologists sought to overcome the field's 'Darwinian deficiency', to develop a 'concept of a bacterium' without resorting to phylogeny [4] . They reasoned as follows. Although microbial phylogenies are basically unknowable [4, 5] , it is obvious that all prokaryotes are of a kind and form a phylogenetic grouping distinct from eukaryotes [4] ; a useful concept of a prokaryote can therefore be based upon the differences between prokaryotes (as a group) and eukaryotes [4] . This program did not succeed, for obvious reasons. As we now know, its first two assumptions were incorrect, and the idea that a group of organisms can be defined solely in terms of their common differences from another group does not make biological sense. Phylogenetic relationships within the group must be known.
Microbiology also faced a second and potentially more serious (Darwinian) problem. For one reason or another, the vast majority (> 99 % we now believe) of microbial species defy cultivation, which meant that microbiologists had no idea of how distorted a view of the microbial world one might have when that view was based, as it had to be, solely upon cultivated species. And it was not apparent that this 'cultivation problem' had anything to do with that of microbial phylogenetic relationships -that a solution to the latter would permit a resolution of the former.
What finally allowed microbiology's Darwinian side to develop, of course, was macromolecular sequencing. By 1965, the use of sequence comparisons to infer eukaryotic phylogenies had become common [6] , and it was evident that the sequences of certain molecules were sufficiently conserved that molecular phylogenetic relationships spanning all extant life could be inferred from them. The most promising molecules to use in the study of microbial phylogeny were the RNAs associated with translation, the transfer (t)RNAs and ribosomal (r)RNAs, and methods for sequencing the former and partially sequencing the latter existed. The small subunit rRNA, because of its size, universal distribution, and ease of isolation, was the favoured choice.
It took approximately a decade for the rRNA-based approach to produce a reasonably detailed microbial phylogeny [7] , and the result was spectacular (see Fig. 1 ). Darwin's dream, a phylogenetic map covering all life, was finally a reality. At a glance one could see that the microbial world completely dominates life's genetic landscape. Eukaryotic microorganisms alone account for at least 90 % of eukaryotic diversity (and are about as ancient in origin as are prokaryotes). And prokaryotic diversity proved even more staggering. Contrary to their being the phylogenetic monolith we had all expected, prokaryotes were found to be of two distinct kinds [8] , each no more related to the other than to eukaryotes. There are the traditional kind of prokaryotes, such as Escherichia, Bacillus and so on -now simply formally called Bacteria -and the Archaea, which at the time were a very poorly studied group. Indeed, the Archaea seem more closely related to eukaryotes than either of them is to the Bacteria.
The phylogenetic uniqueness of the Archaea spurred interest in isolating new archaeal species, representing new phenotypes and niches. The number of cultured archaeal species soon increased by one to two orders of magnitude, and by the late 1980s it seemed that the phylogenetic and phenotypic portraits of the Archaea were in essence complete. Phenotypically, the group comprised four main metabolic types: the methanogens, the extreme halophiles, the rather loosely defined 'sulfothermophiles' and a group of thermophilic sulfate-reducing species. As Figure 2 shows, the cultured archaeal species constitute two main lineages, now called the Euryarchaeota and the Crenarchaeota. The former comprises a mixture of all four main archaeal phenotypes, the latter exclusively sulfo-thermophiles.
In recent years, however, our portrait of the Archaea, both phenotypically and phylogenetically, has changed dramatically, because the problem posed by unculturable species was finally solved. In the early 1980s, Norman Pace and colleagues [9] argued that, as phylogenetic relationships can be established through rRNA sequence comparisons, it should be possible to determine whether an organism exists in any sample from the environment, simply by isolating rRNA genes directly from the sample and then sequencing them. In other words, all species in any niche could in principle now be detected and phylogenetically characterized.
Many startling findings emerged from the new approach. One was the detection by E.F. DeLong and colleagues [10] of two new groups of Archaea, found throughout the oceans. One of these -called 'group I' or the genus Cenarchaeum -represents a deeply diverging lineage within the Crenarchaeota, the first known non-thermophilic representative of this kingdom (see Figure 2 ). Given the extent and nature of its niche, this group must be one of the most significant microbial groups on this planet [10] , and its phenotype must be unlike those of any of the cultured archaea.
Yet this discovery has turned out to be only the tip of the iceberg. Pace and colleagues' [1, 2] genetic survey of the Archaea in Obsidian Pool soon followed. The Obsidian Pool study turned up, not a few, but many new archaeal lineages, predominantly crenarchaeal. Specific relatives of all the major crenarchaeal lineages represented by cultured species were found, as were many other, far more deeply branching, lineages, which had no relatives among the cultured archaea [1, 2] . A specific thermophilic relative of Cenarchaeum -the marine crenarchaeal group -was also detected [2] (see Fig. 2 ). These new crenarchaeal lineages more than double the genetic diversity of the Crenarchaeota defined by cultured isolates.
The Obsidian Pool study produced a further surprise. Several rRNA sequences were obtained that represent a new archaeal group which branches so deeply in the archaeal tree that it can be considered neither euryarchaeal nor crenarchaeal. The authors provisionally name this group the kingdom 'Korarchaeota' [2] . Although not proven beyond doubt, the korarchaeal branching may even antedate the split between the crenarchaeal and euryarchaeal lineages [2] . Here, in one Yellowstone Park hot spring, exists far more genetic (evolutionary) diversity than had previously been covered by all the crenarchaeal species isolated the world over! One can only wonder how much more remains undiscovered.
The future for those studying microbial ecology and microbial diversity looks bright. The question is whether the diversity is too rich to handle effectively. The rate at which new genera, families and so forth can be identified by direct gene isolation from environmental samples far exceeds microbiology's capacity to isolate any but a small fraction of them, even assuming that they are isolatable. So, the question becomes whether future microbiology should rest, as it now does, on cultured isolates, or whether it should base itself in the first instance upon isolating (and expressing) banks of genes directly from the environment (or from mixed cultures). The technology for so doing is nearly in place and the additional framework for interpretation -approximately 100 phylogenetically diverse microbial genome sequences -should be available by the end of this decade. In this writer's opinion, the latter course has considerable merit, and will be the one followed in any case by default. Microbiology of the future, with its Darwinian side developed, will certainly be a very different science from the microbiology we have known. 
